
 
 

TAYLOR COLE AND BENJAMIN AYRES REUNITE FAMILY IN 
‘LONG LOST CHRISTMAS’ 

A NEW ORIGINAL PREMIERING NOVEMBER 19, ON 
HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES 

 
Part of the Network’s Annual “Miracles of Christmas” Programming Event 

 
 STUDIO CITY, CA – November 10, 2022 – Taylor Cole (“Pumpkin Everything,” “Making 
Spirits Bright”) and Benjamin Ayres (“Color My World with Love,” “Family Love”) star in “Long 
Lost Christmas,” a new original premiering Saturday, November 19 (10 p.m. ET/PT), on 
Hallmark Movies & Mysteries as part of the network’s annual “Miracles of Christmas” programming 
event. 

This Christmas, interior designer Hayley (Cole) plans to surprise her mother Patricia 
(Jaqueline Ann Steuart, “Love Hard”), with the perfect holiday present: the extended family she 
knows her mom yearns for.  Hayley herself thinks she and her mom are fine alone, but she has 
recently discovered the existence of a lost relative, Patricia’s brother.  Hayley hopes to find him 
and reunite the two siblings for Christmas.  She travels to a town outside of Denver to chase a 
lead on a man named Gordon (Grant Vlahovic, “Butlers in Love”), who owns a cabin construction 
company and who just might be her uncle.  Hayley is delighted by the town, which is all decked 
out for Christmas.  She’s equally charmed when she meets Gordon, his daughter Brianna 
(Stephanie Van Dyk, “Nancy Drew”) and Jake (Ayres), the property manager.  As Hayley tries to 
discover whether Gordon is actually her long lost uncle, she beings to fall in love with the idea of 
extended family, the charm of the town and Jake.  However, when she learns the circumstances 
surrounding the siblings’ separation, Hayley has second thoughts and decides to abandon her 
mission.  Gordon, on the other hand, is happy to finally have a lead on finding Patricia – but will 
he be able to bring the family together in time for Christmas? 
 “Long Lost Christmas” Two 4 The Money Media Inc. productions.  Kim Arnott, Kate 
Gajdosik, Harry Winer, Michael Shepard and Fernando Szew are executive producers.  Michael 
Robison directed from a teleplay by Nancy Ayers and Jamie Pachino from a screen story by Ayers, 
based on the book Long Lost Christmas by Joan Kilby. 
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